TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

DATE: 1/5/65

SEC. 1/4 COR. 6-5-12N-3-9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL

C.O. P. 85 I N A
Book #: 2
Page #: 272
Date: 6/387

S 3 26 0 553

F.L. #: A-1103

CONDITION

FOUND: "NOTHING FOUND AT CORNER POINT"

Not Found

FD: 20" SAG 20" HIGH SCARRING

FD: 26" FIR FRESHGROWN OVER

FD: 23" HEM STUMP FRESHGROWN OVER

5" FIR 5" MEMLOCK

5" MEMLOCK 20" MEMLOCK

5' 710' W. 71K3 C.O. P. 85

5' 320' W. 12K3 C.O. P. 85

N. 810' W. 12' FT BK 2 P. 270

S. 65' E. 21' FT BK 2 P. 270

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET: 1 1/4" IRON PIPE WITH 2" BRASS CAP IN 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER

FROM FOUND ORIGIAL MEMLOCK BEARING TREE 532'E 71' FT.

NORTH SECTION 13 NORTH

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE: JANUARY 1987

PHOTO: 23CYP

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS APPROVED:

TITLE:

Dan McNaught
ALDVORAK

County Commissioner Affixed.